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Abstract

Protein docking algorithms aim to predict the 3D structure of a protein complex from the

structures of its separated components. In the past, most docking algorithms focused on

docking pairs of proteins to form dimeric complexes. However, attention is now turning

towards the more difficult problem of using docking methods to predict the structures of

multi-component complexes. In both cases, however, the constituent proteins often change

conformation upon complex formation, and this can cause many algorithms to fail to detect

near-native binding orientations due to the high number of atomic steric clashes in the list

of candidate solutions. An increasingly popular way to retain more near-native orientations

is to define one or more restraints that serve to modulate or override the effect of steric

clashes. Here, we present an updated version of our “EROS-DOCK” docking algorithm

which has been extended to dock arbitrary dimeric and trimeric complexes, and to allow

the user to define residue-residue or atom-atom interaction restraints. Our results show

that using even just one residue-residue restraint in each interaction interface is sufficient
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to increase the number of cases with acceptable solutions within the top 10 from 51 to 121

out of 173 pairwise docking cases, and to successfully dock 8 out of 11 trimeric complexes.
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Introduction

Protein docking aims to predict the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a protein complex

starting from knowledge of the structures of the component proteins. In the past, most

docking algorithms were designed to dock rigidly a single pair of proteins. However, because

it is becoming increasingly evident that many protein complexes in Nature consist of more

than two components, there is a growing interest in developing algorithms that can assemble

multiple protein components in order to build the desired target complex. On the other

hand, a confounding problem for many rigid body docking algorithms is that many proteins

change their 3D conformations on binding. Thus, from a computational point of view, the

docking problem may be considered as a 3D jigsaw puzzle in which none of the pieces fit

together properly. A practical consequence of this is that, during a docking search, near-

native candidate solutions may be rejected due to steric clashes between their surfaces.

An increasingly popular way to retain near-native orientations in a list of docking solu-

tions is to define one or more restraints that serve to modulate or override the effect of steric

clashes. Such restraints may often be derived from existing knowledge of catalytic residues,

or from experimental data such as site-directed mutagenesis, or NMR chemical shift data.

In the context of protein docking, several pairwise docking algorithms have been adapted

to allow the user to define interaction restraints [8, 4, 2, 10, 15]. For instance, SwarmDock

restricts the search to the surrounding area of the restraint residues, avoiding the starting

points on the other side of the molecule [9]. ClusPro allows the user to define a range

distance restraints for atom groups. During the docking process, for each rotation only

translations that fulfill the restraints are kept to be evaluated. Finally, a total of 1,000

solutions that satisfy the restraints are clustered and minimized [8]. The HADDOCK ap-

proach uses “ambiguous interaction restraints (AIRs)” to describe the restraints. AIRs are

defined by two kind of residues, active and passive. The active residues are those with high

probability of belonging to the binding site, and the passives are the residue neighbors of
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the binding site. As soon as two restraint atoms of the interacting proteins are in contact,

the AIRs will contribute favorably to the scoring function [4]. In pyDock, an additional

term is added to the scoring function which represents the percentage of satisfaction of

distance restraints defined by the user [2].

On the other hand, only relatively few algorithms can deal with multiple components.

We believe this is mainly due to the high combinatorial complexity that arises in the

sampling stage and the additional programmatic complexity of keeping track of potentially

vast numbers of candidate partial solutions. It is therefore common in multi-body docking

approaches to dock the proteins by pairs as a first stage, and then to use the pairwise

solutions to assemble higher order complexes. For example, DockTrina forms trimers using

the combinations of transformations obtained from pairwise docking. It then takes one of

the proteins as a reference and moves it by applying a combination of three transformations

from the pairwise solutions. The RMSD between the transformed protein and its initial

position is then used as a measure of the quality of the docked trimer, because in a near

native trimer solution the moving protein should be transformed back onto itself [11].

As another example, CombDock creates spanning trees in a hierarchical way, the size

of the trees being increasing at each stage. Then at each stage, parts of the new tree that

were generated in previous stages are connected to generate a larger tree which is validated

by checking the level of inter-penetration between the subunits [6].

Some multi-body docking algorithms can also use experimental information and/or

bioinformatics data to deal with such problems have been used by some approaches with

success. For example, HADDOCK using experimental data as explained above allows to

model symmetric multicomponent assemblies composed of up to six sub-units [7]. Another

example is 3D-MOSAIC, that relies on information obtained from the previous pairwise

docking of the proteins involved in the target complex. This is useful to define the ap-

proximate location of the interaction interfaces, and to find suitable poses of the monomers

during the formation of each possible target complex solution. In such a way that a

monomer may occupy an interface if it does not cause clashes. Then similar poses of the

new monomer regarding the already retained units are searched in the corresponding pair-

wise solutions. The possible solutions are ranked according the sum of their pairwise scores

[3].

Recently we described EROS-DOCK [11], a docking algorithm that uses a new rota-

tional sampling strategy based on sub-dividing a quaternion“π-ball”. EROS-DOCK rigidly

docks two proteins using a series of exhaustive 3D rotational searches in which non-clashing

orientations are scored using the ATTRACT coarse-grained force field model. The rota-
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tional space is represented as a quaternion “π-ball”, which is systematically sub-divided in

a “branch-and-bound” manner, allowing efficient pruning of rotations that will give steric

clashes. Here we present an updated version of EROS-DOCK that allows to (i) use residue-

residue or atom-atom interaction restraints as an additional pruning criteria and (ii) dock

trimeric complexes by a combination of pairwise docking solutions. We report here the

results of the new EROS-DOCK for pairwise docking on the protein benchmark v4, and

for 3-body docking on a home-made benchmark of 11 cases.

Methods

Pairwise Docking with EROS-DOCK

Briefly, EROS-DOCK uses the ATTRACT coarse grained force field to reduce the high

computational cost of calculating interaction energies at atomic resolution. We showed

previously that most of the complexes in the Protein Docking Benchmark (v5) [16] have at

least one pair of beads at their minimal energy distance in that force field. We therefore

let each attractive pair of beads of the receptor and ligand surfaces corresponds to an

initial docking pose. Conceptually, the ligand is then rotated about the current surface

bead position, and a list of pairs of beads that clash and the corresponding list of 3D

rotations that lead to steric clash is computed for each initial pose. However, rather than

calculating clashes explicitly in Cartesian space, EROS-Dock uses the notion of “ cone angle

thresholds”, which are defined by applying a cosine rule to the triangle formed from the

closest possible contact distance between two beads and the distances of those beads from

the global rotation centre. If an arbitrarily rotated ligand bead makes a cone angle with a

receptor bead that is less than the cone angle threshold for that pair, then it will certainly

produce a steric clash. Thus, that particular rotation, and any other similar rotations,

should be excluded from the search space. Hence, more generally, cone angles may be used

to exclude regions of the 3D rotational space for a given pair of initial receptor and ligand

bead contacts. This is achieved by using the subdivided quaternion π-ball representation of

the search space, as mentioned above. In typical cases, when using this approach, around

95% of the search space may be eliminated from consideration. In other words, ATTRACT

CG bead interactions need only be calculated for about 5% of the rotational search space

[12].
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Defining Restraints in EROS-DOCK

Restraints are provided to EROS-DOCK by using a restraint file in which each line in

the file defines one restraint. Restraints may concern residues or atoms pairs and their

maximum separation distance. The minimum number of restraints to be satisfied may be

specified by a command line parameter, the default value being one. Residue restraints

are considered as satisfied as soon as one pair of atoms of the residues are separated by a

distance less than or equal to the restraint distance.

Defining Initial Docking Poses Using Restraint Specifications

Using the data from the restraints definition file, EROS-DOCK constructs a constraints

π-ball data structure in a similar manner to the π-ball clash tree data structure. Further-

more, initial poses that will never satisfy the minimum number of restraints are discarded.

Such useless initial docking poses are identified by computing the vector length differences

between the pair of beads a and b of each restraint. Since such differences represent the

minimal separation distance of the position vectors Ra and Lb if they are moved by any

rotation as illustrated in Figure 1. As soon as a pair of beads of a restraint is at the re-

straint distance D or closer, such a restraint is marked as “possibly satisfied” at that initial

pose. On the other hand, if all of the vector length differences are larger than D, logically

such a restraint will never be satisfied. Hence, initial poses are discarded when the number

of “possibly satisfied” restraints is less than the minimum required. This is illustrated in

Figure 2.

Multibody Docking

EROS-DOCK was adapted to assemble trimers by docking in a first stage all possible com-

binations of pairs of proteins involved in the multibody complex. Possible trimer solutions

are assembled by fixing one protein, the “root-protein” (protein A, say) at the origin and

by placing the other two around it using the transformations , TAB and TAC , from the

corresponding pairwise solution lists, as illustrated in Figure (a). Hence, one of the trans-

formations TBC yet to be determined. However, if the three transformations together form

a near-native trimer, then it is natural to suppose that TBC should be found in the list of

B-C pairwise solutions.

More specifically, since the pairwise solutions were calculated independently, we may

expect to find a matrix in the B-C list that is similar to TBC = TAB ·T−1
AC , (see Figure (b),
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(c). To search for such a matrix, TBC is decomposed in a rotational part, RSBC , and a

translational part, TSBC , to search for B-C nodes that contain similar rotations and rota-

tions to to TBC . If RSBC is inside the radius of some tree node N, the RMSD is computed

between TBC and the transformations composed by the rotation R and the translations

stored in the node N. We use a threshold of 4 Å to recognize that such transformations

are similar, and will therefore produce similar solutions. If no matching transformation is

found at node N, the search will continue with its descendants.

Because the B-C list might contain several translations at each rotational node, this

search is carried out using a separate 3D rotational tree for each set of pairwise docking

solutions in order to reduce the computational cost. The search is performed three times,

in such a way that every protein in the triplet is used as the root protein. At the end, the

energy of the unknown interaction is computed to obtain the total energy of the triplet by

adding the energies of the two other interactions two from the pairwise solution list.

In cases were combining transformations from pairwise docking A-B and B-C leads only

to transformations A-C that are not found in the list of solutions for the corresponding

pairwise docking, the combinations of A-B and B-C that provide the best global docking

score (sum of A-B and B-C scores) are retained as best 3-body solutions. This way, correct

solutions could in principle be found even for trimers where only two pairs of proteins are

in contact.

Results and Discussion

Results of Pairwise Docking Applying Restraints

We docked 173 unbound complexes from the Protein Docking Benchmark (v4) with EROS-

DOCK using one contact restraint. For each complex, a restraint was generated by ran-

domly selecting one pair of residues that have at least one pair of atoms separated by a

distance shorter than 5 Å after fitting the unbound structure on the bound complex. In

EROS-DOCK, a rotational sub-space is discarded as soon as it is found that it will lead

to a clash. However, the user can add a command line parameter to specify how many

steric clashes can be produced by a sub-space before it is discarded. Thus, the benchmark

was docked allowing the use of rotational sub-spaces that contain up to two, three and

four clashes. As illustrated in the Figure 4, the number of near-native models grows when

the number of clashes allowed increases. This is particularly noticeable for medium quality

models.
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As expected, Eros-Dock could find correct solutions for much more targets with re-

straints than without restraints, for almost all combinations of solution quality and number

of top-ranked poses. The ranking of the first correct solution is especially greatly unproved:

Eros-Dock with restraints and allowing four clashes finds ≈ 12%/41% more ?/??-solutions

in the 1000 top-ranked poses, ≈ 50%/69% more ?/??-solutions in the 100 top-ranked poses,

and ≈ 137%/96% more in the 10 top-ranked poses compared to docking without restraints.

Regarding ? ? ?-solutions, the number of successes in the 10 top-ranked poses is increased

from 0 to 3 by using restraints, but it is reduced from 7 to 6 in the 1000 top-ranked poses.

A summary of program execution times is shown in Table 1.

Results of Multibody Docking Applying Restraints

We present the results of multibody docking of 11 asymmetric trimers taken form the

Protein Data Bank. We modeled the 3D unbound structure of the trimers by searching

sequence homologous for each chain involved in the trimers using the HHpred tool from the

Bioinformatics Toolkit of Max Planck Institute [14, 1], and by doing homology modeling

with MODELLER [13]. If no unbound template could be found, we used a template from

another structure of an homologous complex to create pseudo-unbound models. To reduce

the resulting bias, if two pseudo-unbound models had to be created for the same complex,

their templates were taken from different structures. Details about the trimers and the

templates used to model the 3D structures are shown in the Table 2.

We defined one residue-residue restrain per interface in the trimer. We considered as

hits those trimer solutions whose global RMSD is less or equal than 10 Å.

For 7 from the 11 complexes, the first hit was obtained within the top 100-ranked

solutions, and for 5 within the top 50. Four of the complexes in the Table 3 are linear,

and the 3 failed targets correspond to linear cases of the benchmark, in which two proteins

are not in interaction. While EROS-DOCK is in principle able to retrieve 3-body docking

solutions with only two interfaces, such configuration makes the docking obviously much

harder if it is not known and not taken into account in the docking. Some experimental

knowledge of the absence of interface between 2 of the 3 proteins could in principle be

included in the docking process, which we will test in further studies.

Regarding the difficulty of the targets in terms of bound/unbound RMSDs, we could

not find any correlation between the quality or rank of the hits obtained and the target

difficulty. No clear correlation was found either between the quality of the results and the

number of unbound / pseudo-unbound models in each trimer.
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Conclusion

We have presented an updated version of our EROS-DOCK protein docking algorithm,

which can model protein complexes having up to three protein sub-components, and which

allows the user to define simple restraints between pairs of residues at known or hypothe-

sized protein-protein interfaces. We tested our approach on 173 pairwise complexes from

the Protein Docking Benchmark (v4) [5] and on 11 trimeric complexes that we extracted

from the PDB. Our results show how the used restraints increase the rank and quality of

solutions. Moreover, for 7 of the trimeric complexes, a hit was obtained within the 100

top-ranked solutions.
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Tables

Table 1: Summary of EROS-DOCK execution times using restraints, grouped by number

of clashes allowed.

Execution Time/min

Num. Clashes Allowed 2 3 4

Clashes Clashes clashes

Shortest Time 1.56 1.33 1.36

Longest Time 234.23 182 185.63

Average Time 20.16 22 18.4

Table 2: Trimeric targets and the templates used to model the (pseudo-)unbound forms.

Target RMSD Bound - Template unbound/ % Identities Topology Missing

Model / Å pseudo-unbound

6o07 Structure and mechanism of acetylation by the N-terminal dual enzyme

NatA-Naa50 complex; Resolution: 2.702 Å

6o07 A 5.9 6C9M A Pseudo-unbound 32

6o07 B 1.9 2OB0 B Unbound 25 Triangular -

6o07 C 2.3 5ICV A Unbound 22

6eqi Structure of PINK1 bound to ubiquitin; Resolution: 3.1 Å

6eqi A 2.5 5L9U S Unbound 81

6eqi B 1.7 6OQ8 C Unbound 63 Triangular -

6eqi C 3.2 5YJ9 D Unbound 59

6cp2 SidC in complex with UbcH7 Ub; Resolution: 2.9 Å

6cp2 A 1.3 4TRH B Unbound 100

6cp2 B 1.2 1WZV A Unbound 54 Triangular -

6cp2 C 1.4 5L9U S Unbound 78

6ath Cdk2/cyclin A/p27-KID-deltaC; Resolution: 1.82 Å

6ath A 2.6 6GU2 A Pseudo-unbound 64
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Table 2: Trimeric targets and the templates used to model the (pseudo-)unbound forms.

Target RMSD Bound - Template unbound/ % Identities Topology Missing

Model / Å pseudo-unbound

6ath B 2.3 1W98 B Pseudo-unbound 28 Triangular -

6ath C 7.3 1JSU C Pseudo-unbound 100

5y6q Structure of an aldehyde oxidase from Methylobacillus sp. KY4400; Resolution: 2.5 Å

5y6q A 1.4 1RM6 F Pseudo-unbound 43

5y6q B 2.8 5G5G B Pseudo-unbound 40 Triangular -

5y6q C 2.4 2W55 F Pseudo-unbound 24

5wgb Structure of the Human mitochondrial Cysteine Desulfurase in complex with ISD11

and E. coli ACP1 protein; Resolution: 2.75A Å

5wgb A 2.1 3LVM B Unbound 57

5wgb B 2.0 6GCS P Pseudo-unbound 22 Linear A-C

5wgb C 2.1 6G2J U Pseudo-unbound 44

5xfs Structure of PE8-PPE15 in complex with EspG5 from M. tuberculosis; Resolution:2.9 Å

5xfs A 1.5 4W4K A Pseudo-unbound 33

5xfs B 3.5 2G38 B Pseudo-unbound 33 Linear A-C

5xfs C 3.2 5VBA A Unbound 24

5xs5 Structure of Coxsackievirus A6 (CVA6) virus procapsid particle; Resolution: 3.3 Å

5xs5 A 1.4 3VBR A Pseudo-unbound 60

5xs5 B 2.1 1XYR 2 Unbound 55 Triangular -

5xs5 C 4.0 5K0U A Pseudo-unbound 40

6gwj protein complex; Resolution: 1.95 Å˙

6gwj A 1.8 4WXA C Pseudo-unbound 24

6gwj B 1.5 6GMH C Unbound 20 Linear B-C

6gwj C 3.8 4K25 A Pseudo-unbound 28

6mac Ternary structure of GDF11 bound to ActRIIB-ECD and Alk5-ECD; Resolution: 2.34 Å

6mac A 1.2 5NTU A Unbound 90

6mac B 0.9 4FAO F Pseudo-unbound 99 Linear B-C
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Table 2: Trimeric targets and the templates used to model the (pseudo-)unbound forms.

Target RMSD Bound - Template unbound/ % Identities Topology Missing

Model / Å pseudo-unbound

6mac C 3.4 1ES7 B Pseudo-unbound 32

6q84 Crystal structure of RanGTP-Pdr6-eIF5A export complex; Resolution: 3.7 Å

6q84 A 9.1 3ZKV A Unbound 16

6q84 B 2.5 1Z2A A Unbound 30 Triangular -

6q84 C 1.4 5HY6 A Unbound 65
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Table 3: Results of the docking of trimers using restraints, considering solutions with

RMSD lower or equal than 10 Å as hits.

Target Rank Global Rank Global Num. Hits Num. Hits

First Hit LRMSD Best Hit RMSD Top 100 Top 1000

First Hit Best Hit

6o07 23 8.94 40 7.61 4 14

6eqi 54 9.91 9643 6.72 2 30

6cp2 508 9.50 4005 8.03 0 1

6ath 10 7.93 336 5.49 6 99

5y6q 51 9.57 1938 6.73 2 5

5wgb - - - - 0 0

5xfs - - - - 0 0

5xs5 36 8.49 98 5.56 6 113

6gwj 73 8.98 1948 7.08 1 16

6mac - - - - 0 0

6q84 54 9.72 6618 6.10 3 40
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Illustration of the application of restraints in EROS-DOCK. Shown are the

position vectors Ra1 and Lb1 for the beads a1 and b1, and the difference distance d1 between

their vector lengths. Since d1 is shorter than the restraint distance D, such a restraint is

marked as “possibly satisfied”. On the other hand, the pair of beads a2 and b2 do not

satisfy the restraint since the distance d2 between their position vectors is greater than D.

Figure 2: Illustration of how distance restraints are represented in a quaternion π-ball

search tree. The red nodes represent rotational sub-spaces that will not be used in the

following stages of the docking since they do not satisfy the restraints. The right side of

the figure shows how a rotation R of the node N is used to move the ligand beads of the

restraints to test if R will satisfy the restraints. In general, one restraint definition can lead

to many red (forbidden) nodes in a search tree.

Figure 3: General illustration of the construction of trimers: (i) Possible solutions

are assembled using two transformations, TAB and TAC , from the corresponding pairwise

solutions list, while A acts as the “root-protein”. (ii) The ensemble is transformed to place

the centre of mass of B at the origin. (iii) Transformations TP1 to TPn are formed by

applying the rotation R and translations T of tree node N. (iv) In this example, these

transformations are compared to TBC to see if some of them are similar.

Figure 4: Results from docking of the benchmark (v4) using one residue restraint. The

graph shows the number of complexes for which at least one hit was obtained according

to the CAPRI quality criteria, for EROS-DOCK without restraints and using restraints

and allowing two, three and four clashes (EROS NR, EROS 2C, EROS 3C and EROS 4C,

respectively).
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A) ALL CASES: 173  TARGETS

C) MEDIUM CASES: 28 TARGETS

D) DIFFICULT CASES: 24 TARGETS
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